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Vehicle to Vehicle Communications

The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications suite is still in its initial stages of design. However, the idea has been under test in varying capacities for more than a decade. The goal is to develop a two-way communications pallet that will transmit and receive position and route data in order to reduce traffic accidents. The system will be a narrow band, propagation type system at 5.9 GHz. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has already made the spectrum allocation. The system will also incorporate a differential global position system (DGPS) that most vehicles already have. The goal will be to transmit and receive within a range of 1 kilometer.

Goals

- Design a system that senses the location of other vehicles on the roadway;
- Design a system that wirelessly communicates with other vehicles and transmits and receives data (e.g. vehicle speed);
- Design a system that receives and interprets the roadway characteristics (e.g. roadway grade and slope, wetness conditions, turn direction and radius);
- Simulate demands of the designed system on the current vehicle system to ensure vehicle performance is not compromised; and
- Determine if an automated system is financially feasible for a modern economy vehicle.

The system will be simulated using Simulink by Matlab. The simulation will implement two car behaviors, adaptive cruise control, and blindspot monitoring. The models will be self contained and output to a VRML word in order to show the position of the vehicle and current safety functions.

The motivator for this system is safety. Currently traffic accidents cause about 1.2 million deaths per year worldwide. There are also another 50 million injuries. A goal of this system will be to reduce those numbers by 25%, making it a viable product for major manufacturers of cars.
Technology Background

Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications systems have a long history with the Intelligent Transportation Society of America (ITS). Intelligent transportation systems were first researched as part of the Automated Highway System (AHS) in the 1990s. This system used magnetized steel spikes along the highway to determine the speed of the vehicle, the position of the vehicle in the lane, and to signal information to the driver. The first test of the AHS was done on I-15 in California in 1997 and was considered a success. However, the scale of implementing such a system into the existing highway structure would have outweighed the benefits. AHS required tight control over the lanes that the system used and did not have systems to dynamically react to situations on the highways.

Platoon Demonstration of AHS system

After AHS showed a promising future as to how an intelligent highway system may improve highway congestion, the Transportation Equality Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) allowed the United States Department of Transportation to form the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI) as part of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) program. IVI had two objectives: To prevent driver distraction and to facilitate accelerated deployment of crash avoidance systems. The 2005 IVI Final Report found that majority of collisions were due to
rear end collisions, roadway departure, lane changes, and collisions at intersections. Adaptive cruise control and lane departure warning systems were two of the many technologies developed in five years from the IVI.

![Blind Spot Monitoring developed as part of IVI](image)

Today's V2V technology is part of the Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII) Initiative. This initiative is to fuse the developments of IVI to modern telecommunications infrastructure. This would enable local traffic departments to have a better understanding of traffic conditions as well as improved safety for commuters. As part of VII, the Federal Communications Commission allocated a small frequency spectrum at 5.9 GHz for use in V2V applications. VII is a fusion of position information, vehicle telemetry and ad-hoc communications. The VII has shown in Proof of Concept trials that the system is ready for further adoption and shows that the roadways can be safer.
The Market

Safety

The driving force for vehicular communication systems is safety and ability to eliminate excessive cost of traffic collisions. Statistics from the World Health Organization (WHO) shows that road accidents annually cause approximately 1.2 million deaths worldwide; one fourth of all deaths caused by injury. Specifically in the US, historical records show 30-40 thousand of said deaths were caused in the US. In addition, about 50 million persons are injured in an automobile crash. If preventive measures are not taken, road death is likely to become the third-leading cause of death in 2020 from ninth place in 1990. A study from the American Automobile Association (AAA) concluded that car crashes cost the United States $300 billion per year.

However the deaths caused by car crashes are generally speaking, avoidable. The US Department of Transportation states that 21,000 of the annual 43,000 road accident deaths in the US are caused by roadway departures and intersection-related incidents. This number can be significantly lowered by deploying local warning systems through vehicular communications.
V2V communications will enable active safety systems that can assist drivers in preventing 76 percent of the crashes on the roadway, thereby reducing fatalities and injuries that occur each year. Along with a drastic increase in safety of motor vehicle operators, vehicle communications systems can assist in avoiding congestion and premium route selection based on real time processing of data. The return will include savings of both time and fuel and has an obvious economic advantage.

Buyers

In order for a project to be implemented, there must be a market. The automobile market is increasing drastically. North American and Asian car sales are leading the way to a market that will boast 70 million vehicle sales in 2014.

According to the Wall Street Journal, the following are the largest automobile manufacturers in the world:

- Renault
- Suzuki
Peugeot
Honda
Nissan
Ford
Hyundai
Volkswagen
General Motors
Toyota

The automotive industry spends nearly $100 billion globally on research and development of new technology, $18 billion of which is in the US alone. Only a fraction of industry spending would outfit automaker’s entire fleet with V2V communications.
System Requirements

Useful implementation of a VSV system must ensure that information to and from the system is timely, reliable, and be in a standard format among all vehicles. The V2V system envisioned by the US Department of Transportation proposes a standardized dedicated short range communication (DSRC) network to transmit and receive vehicle-to-vehicle communications. The transmissions would be broadcast across the IEEE 802.11p wireless layer. The US Department of Transportation’s proposition to use DSRC may lie in the network’s suitability for local-area, low-latency network connectivity. The DSRC is also adequate to support vehicle-to-vehicle messaging as well as messaging between vehicles and roadside access points.

A capable V2V communication system should provide for interoperability between systems, meet reliable data distribution requirements, establish suitable security measures, and have sufficient system monitoring requirements. If any of these areas is compromised, the V2V communication system may fail and individuals may be injured or killed and accidents may occur, which may result in traffic congestion.

Interoperability

Creating a network with interoperability is a key aspect to the success of a V2V system. If vehicles do not transmit in the same format, then it may not be possible for a vehicle receiving that broadcast information to understand what is being received. Interoperability may be solved by ensuring all vehicles on a network are broadcasting on the frequency band. It should be noted, as V2V communication becomes more widespread around the world, different bands may be implemented in different regions. Therefore, a vehicle with a V2V system installed should be prepared to change its frequency band to the frequency band that is utilized in a particular region the vehicle is in or travels to.

Reliable Connections and Data Distribution

One of the system requirements of a V2V system would be to ensure reliable, continuous communication between vehicles. A V2V communication network would be fruitless if the networked vehicles were not able to communication with each other. An early area of concern when designing a vehicle-to-vehicle communication system is potential blockage of
signal by either other vehicles or natural obstacles. One such example was presented by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

In this example, car A is followed by truck B, which is followed by car C. If the spacing between these vehicles is small enough, there is a potential issue that car C may not receive the signal transmitted by car A due to the blockage of truck B. The reason for this is due to the characteristics of 5.9 GHz DSRC waves. These waves do not easily travel through solid objects and are heavily reliant on line-of-sight communication. A potential workaround to this issue may be to create a “hive mind” type of network where the DSRC signal is retransmitted by truck B so that car C receives the, otherwise, blocked signal.

Security Protections

Any implemented V2V communication system must offer some sort of system security protections in order to insure that the system is not attacked by a third party that negatively impacts the system’s reliability and performance. The Intelligent Transportation Systems division of the US Department of Transportation in a report from 2011 wrote that attackers on a V2V communication system would have two goals: 1) cause users to make poor driving decisions that would result in accidents, traffic congestion, and the rerouting of drivers; and 2) lower user faith in the V2V communication system. Any attack on the V2V system would either need to be a wirelessly transmitted signal within the affected vehicle’s transmission radius or a physical alteration of a particular vehicle’s system. Both methods would likely result in the system providing false messages to either the altered vehicle or those vehicles within the transmission radius of the affected vehicle, since vehicles within the transmission radius may receive false transmissions from the affected vehicle.

Several methods may be available to ensure security of the V2V system. For example, the communication device may be located within the passenger compartment of the vehicle in order to shield third parties from access to the hardware system. Similarly, an encryption code may be implemented to prevent foreign signals from interfering with the vehicle communication system. If the vehicle’s communication computer receives a signal that is not properly encrypted, the system can disregard the information.
Monitoring Requirements

The monitoring system monitors the core systems of the V2V communication network in each vehicle to ensure that each individual system is performing adequately. The system will periodically perform a scan to ensure performance benchmarks are met along with a virus scan to determine if any security risks are present. Additionally, the monitoring system will perform network port monitoring and allow capability for patch downloads. Should any risks or deficiencies be detected, the system will take measures to mitigate those risks or deficiencies.

The monitoring system will also monitor environmental conditions, such as temperature and humidity levels. Should temperature be outside of an acceptable range, system performance may be compromised. Mitigation actions may include system cooling or heating devices, dehumidifiers, and/or power backup systems.

The monitoring system will also keep a record of the system performance and communications for professionals that run diagnostics on the system to determine if the system is operating within a reasonable spectrum of performance.
Simulation

Introduction

The vehicle traffic and communications simulation was created using Simulink from Mathworks. Simulink allows simulations to be quickly built and tested in an graphical programming environment. Simulink enables simulations to be built in a modular manner that allows subsystems to be easily replaced as models are more fully developed. Basic functionality can be replaced with more advanced algorithms as a simulation develops to more accurately reflect the response of the system simulated.

This simulation requires the Simulink 3D Animation module to show animations of the system running in real time using a world described in Virtual Reality Modeling Language, or VRML. To run the Simulink files, the directory that contains the files should be added to Matlab’s path.

Simulink model files can be found at http://v2vtech.weebly.com/project-outcomes.html.

Key Objectives

- The simulation shall implement two car behaviors: An adaptive cruise control system and a blindspot monitoring system based on position communication.

- Models that describe the motion and behaviors of the vehicle shall be self contained so that the same model can be reused for each vehicle in the simulation.

- The models shall minimize the use of custom Matlab functions in favor of Simulink blocks.

- Simulation shall output to a VRML world that shows the position of the vehicles and the current state of safety functions.
Simulation Description

Top Level Models - Adaptive_CC_World and Blindspot_World

The top level models Adaptive_CC_World.slx and Blindspot_World.slx contain the input from the VRML world and an output to the VRML world. The outputs to the VRML world are for Car position and for enabling visibility for the different subsystems such as the Adaptive Cruise Control system and the left and right Blindspot Warnings. The CarDynamics model in the center takes numerous inputs to determine the state and behaviors of the cars. As stated in the Key Objectives, both Car 1 and Car 2 are driven by the same model, CarDynamics.

The major benefit of using Constant values for CarDynamic’s behavior inputs is that we can program different behaviors for the vehicles using different Simulink blocks. For example, Car 2’s acceleration is controlled by a Ramp block that ramps the acceleration up to a set value after 10 seconds. This is then given an upper bound by the Saturation block. This allows the simulation to be run using different conditions, such as making the lead car slow to a stop after a specific period.
The CarDynamics model calculates the position of the car for each simulation cycle by using Integration blocks. The DetectionSys model calculates other vehicle positions and determines if the Adaptive Cruise Control system or the Blindspot Warning system should be activated. If the Adaptive Cruise Control system is activated, it outputs a proportional velocity value that starts to limit the vehicle speed.

The Velocity Limiter function breaks one of the key objectives. Simulink does not have any blocks that allow dynamic value limiting, but for a good reason. The Saturation block is designed to run as quickly as possible using the upper and lower bounds as the limit. In order to get a dynamic velocity limit output, we need to use a custom Matlab function. The code below is used in the Velocity Limiter.
The DetectionSys model implements another module to determine the closest vehicle. This information is then sent to an If block to determine if the Adaptive Cruise Control system should be activated or if the Blindspot Warning system should be activated. Current Velocity is used to dynamically change the detection distance based on velocity. The system currently is set up to look 20 units of distance ahead of the vehicles.
Determine Closest Vehicle Module

The Determine Closest Vehicle module converts the X and Y coordinates used by the VR Simulation system to a polar coordinate system. This is so that the closest target can be determined and the location information is sent out to the If block in DetectionSys. Since the Vehicle Vector inputs include the data for the vehicle itself, we subtract the current X and Y coordinates of that vehicle to set them to zero. The Find Nonzero Elements block removes them and passes them on to be converted to polar coordinates.

One important implementation detail is the use of the Selector block to limit the output to a single value. This was done to satisfy the If block. The If block can only take a single value while the entire Determine Closest Vehicle module can handle variable length values.

If Block - Adaptive Cruise Control

The first If block determines if the Adaptive Cruise Control system should be activated and changes the Velocity Fraction value appropriately. The switch block is to prevent the velocity fraction from becoming a negative value, leading to unintended acceleration. The
Relational Operator value sets a boolean TRUE or FALSE.

If Block - Blindspot Warning

The second If block determines which blindspot monitor to activate, left or right. A logical NOT is used to prevent the second side from being activated at the same time.
Hardware Requirements

Hardware requirements for a V2V system to be effective can be broken into two sets of components. The first component set is the device, which will act as a transmitter of accurate and basic data messages for safety, routing, etc. Second are the components that will allow the system to receive and interpret the same data from a separate entity.

Transceiver setup

To produce a basic safety or routing message, the device will be required to know its own position. Existing GPS devices in new vehicle can be tapped into for this data. The system will require a data processing unit that can use the location from an external GPS, combine it with data from onboard vehicle sensors providing speed, acceleration, and heading. Once this data string has been generated, a device will be needed to transmit this message wirelessly to a separate entity. Throughout this process, there needs to be a security component that can generate security credential certificates. This allows the receiving entity to verify the transmitted message is a legitimate one. To receive and decode the transmitted information, the device will need to have a data processing unit for decoding. GPS information will also be required to interpret information relative to the receiving entity. Lastly, the device needs to operate critical advisories and immanent threat alerts. Options for these are heads up display, properly placed LEDs, and audible noises.

In order for total interoperability, there needs to be a setup internal to the vehicle, but there also needs to be road side equipment units to help with security management and system updates. Furthermore, equipment could be added to traffic lights, signs, crosswalks, and other pieces of existing infrastructure.
Vehicle Hardware Requirements

The figure provided is from Terranautix Co. It illustrates a system level view of a V2V communication system based off of the dedicated short-range communication system.

At a minimum the onboard V2V system proposed would require two DSRC radios along with a GPS receiver and a CPU of some kind. The NHTSA foresees the potential for these systems to be integrated into an existing electronic control unit during vehicle production. There are multiple examples of existing DSRC radios on the market. An example is the RSE650 DSRC by Q-free. Designed for parking lot management and toll both applications, this system would be a few minor changes away from being a near 100% solution for a V2V system. Below are the system specifications.
A minor condition for system feasibility will be to take a device like the one listed above and make it automotive grade. This will require more stringent environmental conditions and a higher quality rating with regards to defects in parts per million. Examples of the environment conditions that will need to be endured by the device are temperature, vibrations, and electro-magnetic interference. In addition, there should be an option developed for aftermarket install.
Project Outcomes

The Simulink simulation shows that a vehicle communication system can be used to increase the safety of drivers on busy roadways. A V2V communications network shows that sensor functionality can be duplicated for added redundancy in vehicles without adding substantial complexity to the detection and position algorithms used. The simulation environment is an ideal method of simulating busy traffic conditions to determine the impact of how a V2V Communications system can alleviate congested traffic in heavily trafficked roads. Videos of the system results can be found at http://v2vtech.weebly.com/project-outcomes.html.

Conclusion

The vehicle-to-vehicle communication system is not a new concept. There have been varying levels of the system under test since the early 1990s. The market for a product of this nature is massive. Throughout the world, there are millions of people injured or killed in automobile accidents. This fact combined with an industry that is willing to spend in excess of $100 billion on research and development of new technology, sets the stage for a product solution. Because of the amount of time V2V has been in development, a lot of system requirements are already mapped. IEEE 802.11p will be the wireless layer for broadcast. Additional system level concerns are; interoperability with regards to different entities, existing systems, and road side equipment; security of the systems messaging to include erroneous message detection and error analysis; and reliability with regards to dependability of information along with two-way connection. The system was simulated using Simulink by Matlab. VRML was used to display a simulation model boasting self contained systems that can accurately implement adaptive cruise control and blind spot monitoring. The system will help to facilitate follow on simulations to increase its capabilities further. The hardware required to make the simulation a reality is close to ready right now. Most of the system can operate using existing vehicle equipment, and the rest can be achieved using CPUs combined with a DSRC device. There are existing DSRC devices that could be slightly tweaked to achieve the required capabilities of the vehicle system. Road side equipment infrastructure is already existing as well. An example would be the devices that monitor toll roads.
Overall, this study has shown that the technology for V2V technology is on the cusp. There are minor hardware and software changes that need to be made to make this an every day, every vehicle system, but this simulation should act as a proof of concept for follow on study.
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